
OCEAN LITERACY

One Planet, One Ocean



“The United Nations Decade 
of Ocean Science will help to 
build a shared information 
system, based on trustworthy, 
scientific data, from all parts 
of the world’s ocean”
Professor Peter M. Haugan
Chair of the Intergovernmental Oceanographic 
Commission (IOC) of UNESCO

Ocean Literacy



A United Nations Decade of 
Ocean Science for 
Sustainable Development

The United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) proclaimed the Decade of Ocean 
Science for Sustainable Development to mobilise ocean stakeholders worldwide 

behind a common framework — the DECADE OF OCEAN SCIENCE FOR 

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT to support countries in the achievement of the 2030 

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) Agenda.

This Decade will stimulate action over the next ten years in areas of critical 

importance for the planet, people, prosperity, peace and partnership.

UNESCO being responsible for coordinating international cooperation in education, 

the sciences, culture, and communication and information, the Intergovernmental 

Oceanographic Commission (IOC) of UNESCO has been tasked with designing the 

Decade and consulting governments, UN partners, scientific organisations, the private 

sector and civil society to deliver collectively the ocean we need for the future we 

want.

Ocean Literacy

more info on  
#OceanDecade:

https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000261962
https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000261962
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/?menu=1300
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/?menu=1300
https://oceandecade.org/
https://oceandecade.org/
https://oceandecade.org/
https://oceandecade.org/
https://oceandecade.org/


Ocean Literacy
2020 is a big year for the Ocean.
The UNESCO-IOC Ocean Literacy (OL) program was introduced in 2002 

with an online conference. Since then OL has successfully developed 

regional workshops, defined the seven principles of Ocean Literacy and 

signed various collaborations, including the education programme “SEA 

BEYOND” with leading luxury group PRADA.

The First Ocean Literacy Summit was 

supposed to take place in a physical 

creative space on World Oceans Day, 8th 

June 2020 during the UN Ocean 

Conference in Lisbon, Portugal. Due to 

COVID-19, this conference will be held 

virtually.

Using the power of cultural diplomacy, 

for this online conference we are seeking 

collaboration with industry leaders in 

music, media and visual design.

https://www.pradagroup.com/en/perspectives/stories/sezione-progetti-speciali/prada-re-nylon-sea-beyond-unesco.html
https://www.pradagroup.com/en/perspectives/stories/sezione-progetti-speciali/prada-re-nylon-sea-beyond-unesco.html
https://www.un.org/en/conferences/ocean2020
https://www.un.org/en/conferences/ocean2020
https://www.un.org/en/conferences/ocean2020


7 Principles of Ocean Literacy (OL)

(1) The Earth has One big Ocean 
with many features

(2) The Ocean and life in the ocean 
shape the features of the Earth

(3) The Ocean is a major influence 
on weather and climate

(4) The Ocean makes the 
Earth habitable

(5) The Ocean supports great 
diversity of life and ecosystems

(6) The Ocean and humans are 
inextricably interconnected

(7) The Ocean is largely 
unexplored

The ABC of OL



Tim Mccenna 

Wallace J. Nichols 
Stéphane Lambert

Jason Momoa
to help us drop the ’s’ 

from #OurOcean

U.N. WORLD OCEAN[s] DAY, DISRUPTED
in mixed reality the Sky is Your Limit ♾
H.E., THE 1 ocean y…our source of inspoSSSSSss

Co-create the event with YOU!
You received this deck because we trust you are the leader in your area 

(pardon for keeping this presentation so generic, but we are really short in time).

Celebrating in partnership with UNESCO-IOC the official agreement to “drop the 
’s’ from #OurOcean” as part of a self-initiated and fought-for-campaign, for 
ONE OCEAN through GEN O, we are delighted to having secured empathy-

driven moderators Justin Worland (Time Mag), Megan Rowling (Thomson 

Reuters) and Lisa Friedman (The New York Times) for the virtual event on World 

Ocean Day, 8th June 2020.

We are seeking for strategic and authentic partners for the protection of the artists that came together to raise the voice of The Ocean in 

a different way, transcending through cultures, generations, sectors, flying through space-time, a nostalgic (not melanchonic), a hippie-

dippie yet thought-provoking score that sends the listener and viewer to different philosophical spaces, to Other Galaxies and finally, 

brings them back to the beginning. O..0..o…0..O — “you didn’t have to go that far, I’m here, I  am in you. You are Me. We are one. I am 

glad you finally, feel it, too,”  she echos, whirling, circling, feeling the #OceanPeace for #IslandEarth.

YOU BRING <No ONE of a O, of 

oH-JAAA, exactly 

no-thing under our joint value is accepted…

LIKE nothing>°

• Commercialisation assets of audio-visual project in agreement of EACH Artist’s need

You get

• A cross-cultural, sectoral, experience-driven content  (yep, it’s possible: PAY FIRST | proof of contract and discussing D&B)

FYI: Content direction in next 2.5 pages, subject to change (based on mixed collective’s interpretation during production: NO SPONSOR 

can interfere with the development phase)

Start: 30th May • Raw: 2nd June Mix&Mastering • Finishing: 4th June

“let’s raise consciousness collectively, creatively with the celebration of culture”

Song reference with twist: Onbeslere Agit 5.52th min

CO-CREATION ♡ CULTURAL-DIPLOMACY ♡ CIRCULAR ECONOMY

Experiential Atelier to experiment for UNESCO-IOC’s first digital production of Ocean Literacy Summit

Ø 5 days of co-creation 
music: ~ Spotify 

visual: ~ Calm 

Can Büyükberber’s 
Audiovisual Piece  
“Morphogenesis”

cross-cultural immersive audiovisual (raw edit):  
ocean vibration x #MHAW2020

〰

#MHAW2020 x #ONEOCEAN #ONENESS #MIXEDREALITIES

https://open.spotify.com/track/5ozqshq2dtU7SYCpCBu0NE?si=6MZWeFioSvu7deBlJ3DnAg
https://open.spotify.com/track/3LbZIhU0smEU5SUnxod4j4?si=F6eB-pGySduh3_1aoyFwag
https://canbuyukberber.com/morphogenesis-vr
https://canbuyukberber.com/morphogenesis-vr
https://canbuyukberber.com/morphogenesis-vr
https://canbuyukberber.com/morphogenesis-vr
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1EVMbr989XfdqQZ9g4xm_uOTXoMbnZE_6?usp=sharing


A VIBRATION IN OUR OCEAN [script in co-creation w/ Jason Momoa and Nermein ElRawi] x #MHAW2020

…imagine, you get lost in not thinking and are fully immersed in one thing: observing the ocean. Suddenly you feel a vibration inside of you: 
it is like a butterfly, no actually a swarm of butterflies. Looking at the ocean this inner movement makes you want to jump up and dance, but 
“how?,” you wonder (because you are used to thinking, all the time).
Before you know it your shoulders start moving your fingers are doing bizarre movements (“is this the Turkish çiftetelli?”, “but maybe 
Hawaiian style” somebody adds. 
“wtf?” somebody things out loud (but in abbreviation bc we don’t waste your time, she says to a text written in 7pt)…
But you, you keep on dancing, according to a mysterious rhythm coming out of nowhere. You don’t care, because you seem to be able to feel 
the ocean, you close your eyes and take a deep breath in…

(music break - long beep) ————

Eyes wide open, you are dwelling on a circling movement of the ocean. It seems there are some flying fishes, lights, or other unspecified things 
appearing from the ocean. As you try to understand your astonishment, your brain shuts down and you sense that You are the Ocean. In moving circles 
you are turning around your own axis, opening your arms wide open to a sound that feels so familiar yet it has different cultural references. “Is it Turkish, 
Arabic, or actually isn’t this the same in anyway?” “But wait, why are Others joining Your dance?” “Who are they?” — You cannot really see their face, it 
seems they are genderless or wearing masks? And who is thinking now? Is this a dream of a dream?
—

‘All of a sudden’ your naked body (no gender to be identified) is rising from the Ocean and your feet touch a quirky coloured board - you didn’t know you 
could surf? Here you go: this is your chance…
But then you try to understand because you want to identify what this is…your feeling: joy, love, or the thing they call enlightenment? What? WHAT 
DOES THAT EVEN MEAN?  “Deli”, you think in Turkish. — Yes, you can think in Turkish because in this sphere you can be, become, see, feel…
anything you want to be — this is hippie dippie, yay yay… “GAWWWWD, not one of those,” the Ocean refuses this story (obvs Our Ocean is too ‘cool’ - 
this is a remark for you visual artist).

As the thoughts swirl visually (in different languages) around you and you do not know what sound you are hearing, how your body is moving, a wave is 
pushing you up to the sky and you get dressed in a very animation alike way, like some Japanese cartoonist interfering with this too-good-to-be true yet 
soooo ‘real’ (“note to your Self: you are a grown up now, stop dreaming and get real [“bonjour Jordane” - inside story from writer to a friend, yes this 
needs to be embedded]” a dark voice says) situation. You feel like Ocean Girl (ja, remember?!), you look at the 'Blue Fashion’ PRADA gloves that were 
sustainably produced with FAO [somebody with French Accent reads out loud “Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations”] and say, “I am 
not only Ocean Girl, I am gonna be a Ocean Heroine for all ma brothers and sistas”. Whilst you say this with full confidence, a familiar feeling you have 
been carrying with you since you know yourself is sneaking in like a snake, it’s in your stomach, it burns and it makes you feel like fainting.
—“Fear it is called,” the wise turtle HONU says swimming past you, not even looking at you. “Oh no, not that again,” you think, you thought you had 
outgrown this feeling, weren’t you old enough to control your emotions better? “Why are you so weak,” you torture yourself not knowing that feeling 
things is OK and necessary, at the end of the day we are said to have feelings is ‘normal’.
So whilst an angel-like voice tries to calm you, you are already put off track…you don’t even know where you are anymore. Wasn’t there the ocean 
around you? Where is it gone? You feel unsafe.
(Pollution imagery, quotes on self-doubts)
Your consciousness feels tangled, like suffocating…but then something stronger, something that pushed you through this tunnel, your will (!!!! DING) 
comes to the fore: “am I doubting my goals?” “Why am I doing this to myself? Didn’t I have a mission? I brought all these great people together, no?” 
“YES! EVET! NEM! AE…” ‘THEY’ CHEER UP (sharks, dolphins, corals , sperm whales [IF possible make this come true beacause they suffer from 
NOISE POLLUTION <hint for music> ] flying around the ocean, clapping, flapping, just being their cute Selves, really).
“but who am I to #SaveOurOcean — a suburban girl trying to convince policymakers to use the power of music to change their minds?!” you question. 
Then you shake away the shivers and leave them in the ocean as you are about to boost your confidence going “surfin’ like a pro” (whilst you think that 
you say that shit in a cool way, you appear even more nerdy than you are, “STOOOOOOOP” you tell your mind— 

…so you go back to your “ich bin die Königin der Welt” (referencing Leo’s Titanic quote) feeling, immersing yourself into the role of Princess 
from Agrabah, the Turkish Yasemin riding the carpet of Ahmet (Aladdin) on your own — what an achievement after all these years of 
resisting some teachers who didn’t like my background, Sultan Baba who meant it well but couldn’t stop me from studying more than I 
needed…then, those friends who took my kindness for weakness and exploited and exploited me, until I had…
————————
“ENOUGH,” you scream crashing against a rock since you had forgotten to pay attention to your left and right (“that’s what distraction 
does to you,” you judge).

You are about to look up, trying to overcome your dizziness but then your sun burnt happy face gets itchy and as you scratch the hairy stuff 
appearing on your cheeks, an alluring voice says, “oh boy, wasn’t I supposed to shave my beard to be a role model?!” The fragile beauty 
you were so mesmerised about a few seconds ago suddenly transforms into a sexy mexy man with the cutest smile you have ever 
seen…”but actually, don’t I know him?” you ponder ———

— As you want to answer that question to calm your mind and curiosity, a spectacular body pushes itself in front of the camera, you have to 
lean back — “go further, a bit more…just a bit to the left, or actually no stay there, I will just ask the visual artist to make me smaller,” the 
most charming voice you have ever heard says…
you can feel his smile in you and then all of a sudden you see his sharp green-blue eyes in the deep water. Your legs get shaky, your mind 
stops functioning, you are trying to catch your breath and then you feel the sweat running down your back, to …

———————— stop that thought, you naughty, naughty girl a voice warns in Turkish.

You are back in the scene that was supposed to continue…but this is your thing: you always get lost in daydreaming because that’s what 
the ocean does to you, it gives you peace, it fuels your fantasy, it gives you the impression that anything is possible if you let yourself get 
carried by the waves. Stop resisting, embrace… [i’m, imma MAAA,..MAAANA MANAAA NALUUUUU, sHe whisperssssss]

“— the peace” a shadow with what looks like ‘curly hair’ appears… “weird, he has the style of a surfer boy but he looks so Turkish,” you 
think (Turkish Aloha Star Barış Manço [“look him up” somebody encourages and his disappearing words “duyuorum / görüyüorum” from his 
hit DÖNENCE echo in the sphere] appears in a coloured motion graphic, dressed in ALOHA shirt sipping  ➬ 
MANA NALU [the ONLY RESERVED SPONSORSHIP OPP], just as he is about to say something important “oku bakalim…” [TR-Hawai'i], 
some children from a local music school in a little town called Esslingen appear for  […]…mins/secs to join the SAZspiration.

(some space for imagination:) South of Germany is not recognised by the South, nor East nor WEst. In this country, there were always 
conflicts and the childish (or maybe naive? CAN Buda ‘mana’ [yok bide ne kahkaha…göküs artik uykusuzluktan sacmalar.[..eh tabikide 
bütün yazilar sSANA: istedigin gibi cevir, dökkkkk….DROPPPpppp]]]]) writer never understood why peace couldn’t be established in a 
beautiful place like the South, or THE EAST. But actually neither in the North, or West…
(Scenery of any nature <you can still find> for what is ‘obviously' to follow) yep, this is happening (maybe this is all too much for the teaser, 
but let’s think a lil’ more [insert RHYMING word: music group <‘battle’> and/OR THRONE IMAGE here] …
Ref: …”schaffe, schaffe Häusle baue” (key attitude of workaholic culture in Swabian region: ‘verk, verrrk, verrrrk’ <undermining the true 
value of future nature> so no, no no no TWEEEERK….
(drifts…)…celebrate its pure green water [—“DREAM LAND, sonsuz saygilar, ey güzel insan مرحبا

,” a child reads with full pride]) — 
but “whyyyyy am I drifting away, again”…”put me back to the scene,” you tell the script writer.

Annoyed, the writer not knowing whether she could care less about writing this script for which she clearly didn’t calculate in any time two 
days prior to this soOooooooo soooOOOO soooooooOOOO  <DEFOOO> important production for the Ocean Literacy programme —a 
music feast to the eye (right?!), she tries to find a way to end this story to get to the point of impressing The ‘main’ person or thing, cause we 

『〰 🌊  』

June July

sn͛aᴋⷦͣe ͤ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H7BQJVnFW24
https://open.spotify.com/track/0bPREZOF43e3EIu0zdfLBp?si=kP8ptnmuQ-ibRxxihk4MGQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jTbMYIiQ4WU
https://open.spotify.com/track/3rl9FGvJfdfbaVfHCF7oM2?si=Q_1_WcphRtmYW0XQFIl4tA
https://www.mananalu.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TbNf1NYnbB4
https://open.spotify.com/track/74TcLqqbsk2hgh0EZHQWU1?si=AdtxNvTiQuudX39zB6wFGg
https://open.spotify.com/track/70ludZZEUJy1aFVkPI0Kpi?si=VTZ_CMOnRoCtG7tT0DnR9w
https://open.spotify.com/track/4Li2WHPkuyCdtmokzW2007?si=LkgusEZaT0Oquet7265tPg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-ufamkHe8ho
https://open.spotify.com/track/0IBgCsG8dRnUtveiIaoFHF?si=ghQlS445RL2JQTONq3qFZA
https://open.spotify.com/track/7HA67wHB2lcCXXbBgCyG9K?si=vOXOF_9bTva8_NEj-gnq3A
https://open.spotify.com/track/7HA67wHB2lcCXXbBgCyG9K?si=vOXOF_9bTva8_NEj-gnq3A


A VIBRATION IN OUR OCEAN [script in co-creation w/ Momoa] x #MHAW2020 (continued)

By doing that though, she realises that she is talking about herself in third person “and is this a dream in a dream?”, she 

hears or says? “Who is speaking? My alter ego that entails some narcissistic traits that I was judging when seeing in 

‘Others’?”

— “your mirror to your soul” is ringing from a high-rise Art Deco Hotel in Waikiki (that is in Honolulu, Hawaii) to the sounds 

of Azån (Call to Prayer from Minarets in Muslim World).

——————————————————————————————————

Break

——————————————————————————————————

As the muscles of that person (you feel to know) get corrected with a digital pen that enters the screen, you find your self 

counting in Arabic from 10 to 1 and your body moves again in circles. You close your eyes and think…(oh noooo not 

again, the audience sighs, but…)

— You are Acqua Spirit! (just when you thought the storyline was going somewhere ‘fun’, the writer decided to stick to the 

aspect of consciousness in case you needed more time to adapt to the Egyptian-mélanged Turkish-Hawaiian beats that 

are gaining pace (Say Saz?! — “WTF” you think for yourself and giggle away missing the Ocean in your isolated Home 

Office, soooo soooo much)…

Aqua Spirit shakes the body like a oriental belly dancer and looks down to notice sHE/Hesh ——“like wtf, are these the 

real problems we have in the 21st century?!,” the writer thinks out loud…the subconscious enters and the writer deletes 

part of the cynically appearing opinion because there are things you can say, and things you———

Aqua Spirit turns into Aquaman (hottie Jason, MAHALO!) and says, “I get it you are talking about the ocean, gender and 

spirituality but what’s the point of me wearing this belly dance belt?” The writer giggles to herself when she allows her Self 

to be ‘weird’, bubbles are appearing from the water…Jason Momoa thinks “ohhhh boy…I should have read the script 

before accepting this CULTURAL MÉLANGE thing I don’t even understand…” (unfinished thought interrupted by Egyptian 

DJane Goddess, DRËËËMY.

“Hadi Jason, hoooooop” (cmon Jason, just do it) the writer says in her quirky voice and makes Jason shake his hips like 

never before. He doesn’t want to admit, but frankly he quite enjoys it…and he dances better than the entire creative 

collective working on this immersive piece day and night.

—

He too, starts daydreaming ‘cos he is in a FLOW state now you know…(Jason turns to Aqua Spirit with Egyptian 

headpiece, does hula movements and then decides to put on a lei, turns like dervish….like turns over turns…more 

whirling, whirling, …and more, SEMAH movements set in…cool Jason realises this is not his daydreaming but the giggling 

wannabe architect who thinks she can do anything with her words, mind and spirit…”

“Can you at least drop some of my music?” he asks kindly. 
“Will you help us with the geodesic dome production in September in case policymakers and Turkish government think this is too provocative?”, Turkish 
gypsie negotiator conditions (with no sign of shame…cause it is for a good cause, “HALLO?!” She says in a harsh German accent…jaaaa… 
— “kūpono ʻole”, he says pretending to be annoyed but actually he is so proud of us (because he has to, “wehe nicht” she warns in German 
[because she thinks she can scare people better in this character]). Because the writer wants to hear this so badly, he says “what wouldn’t I do for you, our 
Ocean, my Turkish Princess” [‘right?!’, he thinks to himself, stop being so confident and full of yourself you…G…Hayati, Hayt—“man I don’t care, I can’t 
pronounce this name” he says]…

The story was going somewhere, there was even a beautiful end with the mirror, soul, ocean and reflection… (He Lei No ‘Aulani reminiscent sounds 
appear).
The actual song “DEM, DEM” (in old Turkish this means breath / time: correct me if I’m wrong Turkish members!) was going to be released…but oh well… 
this is what meditation and being relaxed does to you… you are actually saying, the things you wanna say because at the end, we all share one thing: this 
precious utopia that is island earth covered to 71% by THE One Ocean. “Cresendo,” HE says…just because…No actually, yes there is a real cause, 
but let’s make ‘em dance again (first things first).
(another idea…füüüück, she says at 17:01 CET (GMT+2 she references as she can’t ever remember this…[ but then why should you somebody, 
wonders..<you could add Steve Wonder…and so on>// she agrees though there are way too many options now, we are good to go], on a Wednesday late 
afternoon, realising that this shit is going to’’’: 
(breaks, waves, whatever goes)
! CAN, can you please delete the labelling when the Earth turns aound its own axis, or better: let every thing turn; 
*
*
*

…you do not always have to see Her to take care of Him/her because once He gets you, she is always with you (“she refers to UNCONDITIONAL 
LOVE,” the writer comments thinking she knows everything better, she is the One — “you didn’t have to add this,” the listener agrees nodding. The drop 
that appears under his/her eye, travels through the screen to the virtual Ocean Literacy Summit we are hosting, to Can Büyükberber’s annoyance adding 
more computer generated tasks onto his never ending duties for this, what was it, teaser project? But it’s about making a point…(for Giorgio, let’s add some 
disco funk - somebody said DAFT PUNK, “HELL YEAH”….((((())))))

“CUUUUUT”, everyone yells as they had enough of this whirlwind. Go to sleep and stop worrying…”we will save the Ocean, trust the process,” they 
say.

And I do, I trust that post pandemic we are going to use this new-gained solidarity (or maybe ‘regained’, let’s discuss [it seems this is an important topic to 
her] the writer prompts the audience for the Q&A part with one-of a kind Lisa Friedman from the New York Time(s) who never spars her support when she 
believes in the communicated words) that I have never seen in Germany before (which makes me finally accept my native country) for a better tomorrow 
since we have to stop blaming, shaming and work on solutions, sharing stories and experiences, helping each other. There may be another planet 
we can live on, there may be other species watching us anxiously with popcorn as we are part of their bad dream. I do think that it is good to have SDGs, 
Decades of Actionsssss and this LOCAL2030 framework, but does it have to be this comples, this important thing you are trying to promote. To save One 
Ocean for this One Planet we see (haven’t you felt your Home recently? The place —
you are lucky to have since it was your “größter Traum” to get married with The Right person to have children, many many children…
(because you wanted to see more) — Powerranggers for Mother Nature and Father Moon (reflecting both in granny Ocean), Sailor Moons for Balanced 
‘Equity’ (it is important wild girls as much as your right for a Safe Physical and Mental Space)

if you were lucky enough: have a little garden, like you have seen sooo many times in many childhood dreams you had? Ohhh a Tree House pops up!

https://open.spotify.com/track/04IZqyJpuCPcqssaNfFj4x?si=PfepofarTAewmJTej4ycsg
https://open.spotify.com/track/0Xne1P32xl9Blq5GT0GqWU?si=0q1kbQ5JTnSO6I1qsgQ_DA
https://open.spotify.com/track/1F43XlPBiwAUUIhrUGzylO?si=jumL_LCnTu295p09Mr6RbA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N4x6N0uAkTQ


A VIBRATION IN OUR OCEAN [script in co-creation w/ Momoa] x #MHAW2020 (continued)

Doesn’t this video right now touch your heart and soul? — you know why?

Because there is ALTIN GÜN, there is DRËËËMY, CAN BÜYÜKBERBER, and JOHN CANNING who immediately agreed to collaborate for the Ocean Literacy 

programme because they like to make you happy. 

You know how you can make them happy? By not only (wait it will make sense, if you read it again!, “these Germans with their sentences in senctences,” Aquaman 

concludes <but he thinks that this Story got him and guess what. HE WANTS TO BECOME ITS GYPSY (TELEPATHIC) MESSENGER (idea explosion in tired body..it 

has been…24,48, 72..oh I can’t stoppp now…

(GRANNY MANA APPEARS, 

THIS IS FOR YOU and your ANNE @DRËËËMY (starts explaining what Turkish Word Anne means to her…)

Thoughts remain: elline, divine ship (she typed actually “eline, divine ship ol but autocorrrr….<creative team to deconstruct as they want TO”

)attending their concerts, listening to their channels, but never asking for PRO-BONO work. I had to do this throughout my career and it didn’t make me feel good, 

because this entire system we have accepted is collapsing in front of our eyes and now is the time to celebrate what we have, our rich and diverse cultures, our Best 

Communicators of all time, that do not need this many words to make a point. 

VALUE YOUR ARTISTS whilst they are alive, they too feel the Ocean Vibration and will share these stories through different means.

Trust us as much as you are trusting your asset managers: we will take care of OUR ONE OCEAN.

— Generation O, Yours Truly.

ONE OCEAN, ONE PLANET. <#islandearth>

PEACE IN DIFFERENT LANGUAGES, surfers, hula & belly dancers, dervishes bowing with ALOHA, right hand on left upper body (Alevi/Bektasi culture for respect / 

love) with Egyptian eyes closing the scene (cultural mélange team is watching you…c’mon ‘we’ are kidding, is echoing somewhere in the deep sea…) 

*correction: it’s actually the writer just talking too much because she soooo desperately wants to grab your attention.

THANK YOU AQUA SPIRIT FOR HELPING US OUT,

Kültürüme, sanatçılarımıza, saygılarımla ve en içten sevgilerimle (pays respect and shares deep love with her Turkish culture)

V/O:

Ocean Champ, Jason Momoa

Sufi Rep, Lyali El Saif (ليالي الصيف) Nermein El Raw (reference: https://youtu.be/QCaDy8Z2v4c | 4th min)

Note: not putting in any TBC notes as this is the writer’s utopian constellation she wants to make a reality to see and enjoy for a first attempt of making the policymakers 

move their hips, clap their hands, do the ciftelli yarap terelleli (Raptiye rap rap..), swing the hula to the Bula (Pacific beats, Parker magic)

for UNGA Dome Production: involve @greetingsfromwaikiki team

zero waste, like no burning, of nothing. 
AUTHENTIC MUSIC-CULTURE-ART LOVERS 
NO recylecd plastic, cause algae-reuse is more sustainable (it is TRUE!) 

Orange text may sound too ‘Americanised’ but this is how the fundraising works, trust us,  
Just on the commercialisation side of things. 
Rest: creativity, exploration, exchange is at your discretion. You can dedicate 1day to get the job done, 1hour, or even 1 minute, we know your magic will be the NALU of this project.

MARIE SCHULLER for Walt Disney graphic insertions, eery music production between Kevin Parker and Altin Gün 
Music inspiration

L.A. DANCE PROJECT TO COLLABORATE WITH xyz artist ON PUTTING DANCE MOTION ONTO HIS ART WORK 
Movement inspiration

https://youtu.be/QCaDy8Z2v4c
https://open.spotify.com/track/6RZmhpvukfyeSURhf4kZ0d?si=gx5dVDSxQomxxSfeZRgHSg
https://open.spotify.com/track/6oJkYjMdzB4Gsz3TTQ1CDC?si=4NfvGu0pSj-d43ZnAlmi3A
https://open.spotify.com/track/79oDOQAyuHMZROtB77j3nn?si=0RH6TnezS2-AedEi5NyrdQ


• Ms. Magic Hands + Egyptian/American Goddess for 

Consciousness — self-explanatory, she just popped 

up form the water, an undefined Beauty inside out… 

the Future Geodesic Domes. 

🌬 FEEL

• Psychedelic Fold band (Turkish but also Indonesian and 
Dutch) — just THE band to start with, twitter the birds 

EXEMPLARY EXAMPLE OF CD 

👂  LISTEN

ALTIN GÜN
DRËËËMY

• Turkish Leonardo da Vinci who was an artist-in-residence for 

various companies in the US, including HI — let’s free him: 

FLYING MIXED MAGIC CREATOR 

👁  SEE

CAN BÜYÜKBERBER

U N E S C O - I O C ’ s  F i r s t  O c e a n  L i t e r a c y  S u m m i t :  
E x p e r i e n t i a l  A t e l i e r  t o  d o  C u l t u r a l  D i p l o m a c y  C D

The Highlights
migration/GENDER 

AGE/perception 

TIME/ love

HEROES/ oOoceanBaseBase

https://soundcloud.com/dreeemy
https://open.spotify.com/artist/37PL04N8kBWWW69jdrMMWT?si=OfgkNrR1SDqp2URrutCTyw
https://canbuyukberber.com/
https://open.spotify.com/track/0mO6oS60RST2sWmN2FKknP?si=Fc-PZWSPQqmIDfhxX4w5qA
https://open.spotify.com/track/558ubozatFQlweufvHa3Ip?si=u1YaTHT8S06uHs0Egg3I1w
https://open.spotify.com/track/5hM5arv9KDbCHS0k9uqwjr?si=m9WwoQ9gTmiWsr3Y679pog
http://migration/GENDER


2 0 2 0 - 2 1 :  l a s t  p r e p a t o r y  p h a s e  o f  U N E S C O - I O C ’ s  O c e a n  D e c a d e

• 8 June: World Ocean[s] Day 

• September: United Nations 

General Assembly (UNGA) 

2020
31 May - 2 June: UNESCO’s kick-off 

event for the Decade  

of Ocean Science in Berlin

2021

• w/ Federal Ministry of Education and 

Research of Germany, launch a zero waste 

cultural fest

• launch of Implementation Plan for the 

Ocean Decade with Geodesic Domes 

(8-10 pieces: from New York to Berlin, 

stops in Hawaii, Turkey, Egypt +more)

September, UNGA 31st May - 2nd June, UN Ocean Decade

• Experiential Atelier releases transformative 

audio-visual video on UNESCO Youtube + 

drops sound on Spotify + mediation video 

on Calm App w/ Jaison Momoas’ 

endorsement + magical financial support

8th June, World Ocean

ONE MORE YEAR

Timeline of OL



NO MORE YEAR, NO MORE HOUR, JUST THIS MOMENT.

As we see a shift in storytelling necessary, we will be 

integrating new communication tools (mixed reality 

productions) into our MarComms strategy. 

With this first collaboration that invites you to co-create 

UNESCO-IOC’s First Ocean Literacy Summit, we would 

like to discuss how we can continue working together to 

involve a broader audience. From youth to the elderly 

— we want to have inclusive exchanges sharing 

wisdom and innovation inviting everyone to be part 

of the Ocean Solution. 

Like NOW.

G e n e r a t i o n  O  C a m p a i g n

Post OL Summit

just DROP bs

https://open.spotify.com/track/666PdikRnUzdvjT9p5wWND?si=LODywEmMSr6k71GGaPP9bw


Social Media

Website Media Partners

Speakers

drop the ’s’ from 
#OUROCEAN

And stop the PRO-BONO requests when it comes to CULTURE

https://open.spotify.com/track/0IuE6FnXPCdZ8NLuuvJRhb?si=syizpWOaTvKfQNZAhs3XEw


Qs?

For Generation O
Our Ocean, Our Planet

email: me 
and/or Francesca Santoro

mailto:me@gorkemhayta.com?subject=I%20AM%20IN%20%7C%20UN%20Ocean%20Literacy%20x%20Ocean%20Decade
mailto:f.santoro@unesco.org?subject=I%20AM%20IN%20%7C%20UN%20Ocean%20Literacy%20x%20Ocean%20Decade

